
Notes
Savings 

Generated Layoffs
1.) Request as a united Louisville Metro Council Delegation obtain 20 million in Kentucky State Budgetary Funds. Requires state action -                          

2.) Take 5 million from Louisville Metro Capital Funds and place it toward pensions. Reallocating from capital budget to operating budget not feasible; operations cannot be funded with debt -                          

3.) Delay for one final fiscal year the 2.2 million allotted for public park upgrades. Reallocating from capital budget to operating budget not feasible; operations cannot be funded with debt -                          

4.) Delay for one final fiscal year the 500,000 for bicycle lanes. Reallocating from capital budget to operating budget not feasible; operations cannot be funded with debt -                          

5.) Cut 1,000,000 from the 18.2 million(estimate) for paving for one final fiscal year. Reallocating from capital budget to operating budget not feasible; operations cannot be funded with debt -                          
6.) Delay for one final fiscal year the 650,000 for the Living Room Project. Identified as potential reduction 650,000                 
7.) Reduce $55,400 Library Substitute Positions- Item # 16 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 55,400                   7            
8.) Reduce $125,500 additional operating funds to NE Library #17 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 125,500                 
9.) Louisville Free Public Library $1,114,800 by shortening branch hrs. #18 in Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 1,114,800             17          
10.) Louisville Zoo enter into a privatization leasing agreement for $400,000 #20 in Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 400,000                 
11.) Limit syringe exchange hours for $50,000 #21 in Mayor's Spending Reductions proposals. Identified as potential reduction 50,000                   
12.) Eliminate of Metro Employee OWLS Program for $53,000 #22 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 53,000                   
13.) Reduce one vacant lots crew for $350,000 #31 in Mayor's Spending Reduction proposal. Identified as potential reduction 350,000                 5            
14,) Reduce code enforcement officers for $630,000 #32 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 630,000                 10          
15.) Eliminate West Louisville Wi-fi for $45,000 #33 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 45,000                   
16.) Save $300,000 in personnel reductions for Development Louisville #37 in Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 300,000                 
17.) Save $400,000 Eliminate general fund for market rate housing #38 in Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 400,000                 
18.) Eliminate general fund for Sister Cities saving $61.000 #39 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 61,000                   
19.) Eliminate general fund for World Trade Center $72,000 #40 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 72,000                   
20.) Human Resources personnel reduction $100,000 #46 in Mayor's Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 100,000                 
21.) Kentucky Science Center general fund support $100,000 #47 in Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 100,000                 
22.) Eliminate NDF"s of Metro Council saving $1,950,000 #48 in Mayor Spending Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 1,950,000             
23.) Metro Animal Services reduce second shift saving $300,000 #51 in Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 300,000                 6            
24.) Personnel Reductions in Office of Performance Review for $130,000 #52 in Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 130,000                 1            
25.)Personnel reductions listed in Mayor Spending Reductions Proposal #54 saving $800,000. Identified as potential reduction 800,000                 10          
26.) Reduce general fund support for Waterfront Development for $500,000 # 62 Mayor $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction 500,000                 
27.) Draft bill for Kentucky General Assembly in 2020 to establish a local tax on gaming that would effect Churchill Downs, Derby City Gaming etc., 
to raise 1 million. Requires state action -                          
28.) Return Youth Detention Services to the Commonwealth saving 3.2 million item # 18 Mayor's $ Reductions. Identified as potential reduction (note: #8 on reduction spreadsheet at $2.4M) 2,400,000             118        
29.) Additional 800,000 in Central Service Agencies Personnel Reduction item #67 Mayor $ reductions. Identified as potential reduction 800,000                 12          

30.) Delay for one final fiscal year 500,000 of 1.5 million allotted for public sidewalks. Reallocating from capital budget to operating budget not feasible; operations cannot be funded with debt -                          

31.) Minor across the board metro government spending % cut (except public safety) to reach 45 million.
The potential cuts that have been released are in effect an across-the-board cut in that they touch every 
part of Metro Government. -                          

The sum total of fiscal year 1-30 reductions/revenue increases is just over $42 million dollars.

This proposal for FY 2021 also saves libraries, neighborhood places, public works, and other departments without need of a large reduction in 
services or personnel. If additional revenue above 623 million budget baseline(estimate) #28 would be an unnecessary cut.

11,386,700$         186        
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